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House
Immigration Reform
A

merican families,
businesses, and
communities are all
affected by the shortcomings of
our outdated immigration laws.
Our nation needs a common
sense policy that keeps families
together, rebuilds our economy,
strengthens our security, and
provides legal status and the
prospect of citizenship for
aspiring new Americans.
Our immigration laws must
reflect America’s core values
of fairness, equality and
justice. Finally, true reform
must address all parts of our
immigration system in order to
prevent one broken piece from
undermining the whole system.
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Legalization

Immigration reform cannot be successful without a solution for the
estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants who are working
and living in the U.S. It is in our nation’s security, economic, and
humanitarian interests to bring undocumented immigrants out of
the shadows and provide them with legal status and eventually the
opportunity to apply for a green card and citizenship that the current
system for legal immigration has never allowed.


The American people overwhelmingly support legalization.
A June 2013 Fox News poll showed 74 percent of
registered voters favor legalization and eventual citizenship
for the undocumented.



Any legalization plan should be broad and inclusive to
ensure the greatest participation. Legalizing only a small
proportion of the relevant population would defeat the goals
of registering those who are here.

Senate bill, S.744
The Senate bill’s legalization plan establishes stringent eligibility criteria
for someone to qualify for Registered Provisional Immigrant status,
including payment of fines and taxes and the learning of English. Those
who register will have to wait at least ten years before being able to apply
for green cards and cannot do so before everyone in the current visa
backlogs receives their green cards. Among the toughest legalization
plans ever proposed, the Senate bill would exclude anyone who poses a
threat to our communities or to national security.


Legalization is in our economic interests. The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) concluded that the
Senate bill, S. 744, will grow the nation’s economy and
reduce the federal deficit by $158 billion over the next 10
years and $685 billion more over the following decade.
Much of these gains would come from legalization.

The House
As yet, none of the bills introduced in the House include a
legalization component. Majority Leader Cantor and Judiciary
Chairman Goodlatte have announced intentions of introducing
a bill similar to the DREAM Act. This would be a start, but a full
legalization plan is necessary to ensure millions of people are not
left in the shadows. In early July, Rep. Goodlatte said that House
Republicans could back a legalization plan. However, the details
of this plan are as yet unclear and do not specify how or whether
those registering could achieve permanent residence or citizenship.
Without more, many who participate in legalization could be stuck in
a long term limbo status. The central problem with such a status is
the division it would foster in society by creating a large population
that can never achieve equality. The legalization plan needs to
honor America’s immigrant tradition and be designed in a way that
enables the potential for those participating to achieve full status as
Americans.

The Legal Immigration System

America’s legal immigration system must be reformed to provide a
flexible and smoothly functioning system that meets the needs of our
families, the economy, and our society. The visa quota backlogs of years
or even decades have forced individuals to choose between life in the
U.S. and life with their families abroad. Furthermore, these visa backlogs
have hindered or halted business operations and opportunities.
But the problem is not solely with unacceptable backlogs. It is also
with the structure of the legal immigration system itself. Only certain
people qualify to access our legal immigration system, with many
of the people who want to be here legally and who would benefit our
economy foreclosed from any means of getting visas. For them, the
law has created no “line” to get into, even if they wanted to “do it the
right way.” And even those who can access the system face so many
categorical exclusions and procedural hurdles that they often get
derailed along the way.
Family
Family reunification has been a cornerstone of the immigration
system and keeping families strong is in our national interest.
Immigration reform should retain all family-based preference
categories and set them at adequate levels to allow family members
to unite in a reasonable period of time. Reform should also eliminate
the limit on spouses and children of lawful permanent residents by
redefining them as “immediate relatives.”


Immigration is not a zero-sum proposition. Some
proposals limit family-based visa categories as a trade-off
to increase employment visa categories. This approach is
premised on the faulty assumption that America can only
absorb a fixed number of immigrants at a given time.



The Senate bill, S. 744, makes important improvements to
the family-sponsored immigration system by reducing visa
backlogs, recapturing unused visas from past years, allowing
parents of U.S. citizens to bring their minor children, and
allowing for quicker reunification for spouses and minor
children of lawful permanent residents. Unfortunately, the
Senate bill eliminates the ability of U.S. citizens to petition for
their siblings and certain adult children.

Business
Reform will not be successful unless it ensures American businesses
have access to the workers they need, protects workers’ rights,
guarantees fair wages and working conditions, and provides workers
with a means to apply for green cards if they choose to do so. Talented
immigrants have made crucial contributions to the development of next
generation technologies and have founded some of the most innovative
businesses in the United States. As global economic integration
deepens, sustainable growth will depend in part on our continued
ability to attract the best and brightest innovators.


Immigration reform should increase access to green cards
for science, technology, engineering and math college
graduates, entrepreneurs, and investors. (continued)
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Immigration reform should create a mechanism that enables
the legitimate market need for H-1B visas to be met, while at the
same time ensuring that the H-1B visa process remains timely.

How does Senate bill 744 address
employment immigration?
S. 744 improves the system by focusing the annual numerical limits
for green cards only on the actual workers (and not counting the family
members who might be accompanying them) and exempting those
already known to create jobs. S. 744 recaptures unused employmentbased green cards and eliminates the nonsensical and discriminatory
limits on visa numbers based on country of origin. It also provides visas
for innovators who can attract investment and create jobs in the U.S.
However, the Senate bill creates new recruitment and wage rate
calculations for certain employers seeking nonimmigrant (H-1B and
L-1) workers that complicate their ability to hire these important
employees. The bill will make it particularly difficult for small
businesses that are the engine of our economy and need realistic
access to the talents that can help them grow. The approach the
Senate has taken, requiring that many foreign workers be paid
significantly more than their U.S. peers, will likely make these foreign
workers unaffordable for many employers. S. 744 also includes an
unworkable government-run internet recruitment process for H-1Bs.
How does the SKILLS Act, H.R. 2131,
address employment immigration?
 The SKILLS Act improves the legal immigration system by
providing more green cards for STEM (science, engineering
and math) college graduates, increasing the H-1B visa cap,
improving the E-2 treaty trader visa, and eliminating per country
caps for employment-based visas.


The major flaw in the SKILLS Act is that it eliminates the sibling
family preference category and the diversity visa program
without adding corresponding measures to retain the valued
aspects those categories represent. The SKILLS Act takes a
misguided “zero-sum” approach to legal immigration that is not
based on our nation’s needs. Increasing the number of visas in
one category does not necessitate decreasing in another. Each
category meets a need and sacrificing one for another will create
gridlock in an already backlogged system.

What are the concerns with the
Agricultural Guestworker Act, H.R. 1773?
H.R. 1773 creates a new temporary agricultural guest worker
program by replacing the current H-2A program with an H-2C visa
for temporary agricultural workers. The new program would allow
employers to bring in 500,000 agricultural guestworkers per year
in addition to those undocumented workers who return to their
country of origin and return to the U.S. on guestworker visas. A
major shortcoming of this bill is that neither current undocumented
farmworkers nor future H-2C guestworkers would have the opportunity
to earn permanent legal status (green cards). Also, a process requiring
current undocumented farmworkers to leave within two years of
enactment and return later would be unrealistic and unworkable.

Border

The U.S. border is safer and more secure than it has ever been, and
in recent years the federal government has spent an unprecedented
level of resources on border security. Nonetheless, calls for even more
border security continue despite a dearth of evidence showing that a
huge additional commitment of resources would be cost effective or
significantly improve national security.


Any border security plan should be based on performance
metrics and measurable standards of border safety that are
achievable and fiscally responsible.



Border resources should be better balanced by committing
resources to improve performance at ports of entry and
reducing personnel between ports of entry.



Well-substantiated reports have shown a pattern of Border
Patrol misconduct against immigrants and U.S. citizens in
several states. Training should be increased for all CBP staff
to address the use of force, misconduct, and racial profiling.

Border Triggers to Legalization
Any border security measures set as a condition for legalization to
begin should be defined and attainable. Unreachable, undefined
triggers may discourage eligible participants from coming forward and
could keep millions who do participate in legalization in long-term
limbo status for reasons wholly outside of their control.
Why is mandating fencing on the entire southern border not
viable?
Expensive double-layer fence is not cost-effective or necessary. In fact,
border crossings are down 80 percent since 2000. Pouring billions of
dollars into fencing runs directly counter to data on recent and current
migration trends and severely detracts from efforts to combat crime
organizations and trafficking of contraband and persons.
Why is “Operational Control” not a viable trigger?
Although border security is critically important to our nation, experts agree
that a sealed border is not realistic or cost-effective. Achieving a certain level
of operational control— such as 90% measured by the apprehension rate of
illegal border crossers —will require substantial planning and testing, some
of which is already underway. But such high levels of operational control may
not be attainable in a reasonable timeframe, and mandating them as a trigger
may postpone legalization indefinitely. CBP Chief Fisher has testified that it
“wouldn’t make sense” to mandate a fixed level of operational control in all
border regions without considering the costs and benefits.
H.R.1417- Border Security Results Act
H.R. 1417, which passed out of the House Homeland Security
Committee, has two significant flaws. First, it does not address how
border security will fit in with reforms to the legal immigration system or
a legalization plan for the undocumented. Without these key components
of reform, a massive commitment of resources on the border is a waste
of taxpayer money and will fail to address the concerns along the border.
Second, H.R. 1417’s border requirements will almost certainly become
“triggers” and could prevent legalization from being implemented.
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Interior Enforcement and Detention

Our nation spends unprecedented resources to immigration enforcement, now
totaling $18 billion annually. Despite this substantial outlay, our enforcement
practices are not smart or effective or targeted at the right enforcement
priorities. Enforcement should be conducted in a way that does not harm
children or families. Penalties for violations of our immigration laws should
be proportionate to the offenses committed.


Congress should clarify that immigration enforcement is a federal
responsibility and that it should be administered uniformly across
the country.



Costly jail detention should only be used in cases with a
demonstrated risk of flight or threat to public safety. Less costly, but
effective, alternatives to detention programs should be expanded.



Each individual facing deportation must be afforded due process,
which includes a fair hearing before a judge and the right to counsel.



All agencies charged with enforcement should operate with
accountability and transparency to prevent abuses of authority,
discrimination and racial profiling.

What is wrong with the Strengthen and Fortify
Enforcement (SAFE) Act?

The SAFE Act is a radical, regressive bill that resurrects the extremely
controversial 2005 H.R. 4437. H.R. 4437, which would have criminalized
people who are undocumented, prompted mass nationwide protests. The SAFE
Act would not only criminalize undocumented persons but also permit 50
different states and thousands of localities to make and enforce their own statelaw penalties for federal immigration violations. Such state and local autonomy
would create chaos and conflict as well as harm our economy. The SAFE Act
will also expand incarceration, even for those who pose no risk to public safety,
increasing the $2 billion already spent on detention by untold millions.

What’s wrong with state and local police engaging in
immigration enforcement?

How does Senate bill 744 address interior enforcement?
S.744 is tough on individuals with criminal records and makes punishments
for immigration crimes even tougher. Under current law, minor and decadesold offenses already lead to deportation, whether the immigrant has a green
card or is undocumented. S.744 adds to the already long list of exclusions
in current law, cracking down on gang activity, drunk driving, and domestic
violence. With respect to legalization, applicants face not only these bars, but
also additional hurdles that prevent anyone with a single felony (or, in some
cases, a single misdemeanor) from getting legal status, no matter how long
ago the conviction occurred.

Employment Verification

Effective worksite enforcement is a necessary component of our nation’s
immigration system. E-Verify is a voluntary system that is used by only a
small fraction of all employers (less than 3 percent of the 15 million employers
nationwide). Mandating E-Verify for every employer—and every employee
including both U.S. citizens and authorized foreign nationals—must be
done carefully to safeguard workers’ due process rights, ensure safe working
conditions, and prevent worker exploitation. To be effective, an employment
verification system should minimize the burdens on small and large
businesses in all sectors and provide safe harbor protections for businesses.

What are the concerns with the
Legal Workforce Act, H.R. 1772?


Although H.R. 1772 repeals the paper-based I-9 system and offers
safe harbor provisions for business that use the E-Verify program in
good faith, it creates a mandatory employment verification system that
must be implemented within two years. Any mandatory employment
verification should only be implemented in conjunction with reforms to
the legal immigration system that provide adequate workers to meet labor
needs. Currently major sectors of the American economy, agriculture in
particular, rely heavily upon undocumented labor and will be devastated if
authorized workers are not made available in sufficient numbers.



H.R. 1772’s two-year mandatory phase-in for all new hires for every
employer is unrealistic and would do enormous harm to American
workers and businesses. If all employers were required to use E-Verify
today, at the current error rate, about 1.7 million U.S. citizens and
authorized workers would be impacted and could suffer temporary or
even permanent job loss, and employers could suffer corresponding loss
of productivity. Even the five-year phase-in of the Senate bill may not
leave enough time to ensure workers and businesses are not harmed.

Many local law enforcement leaders across the country have opposed using
local law enforcement to enforce federal immigration law because doing so
would damage their relationships with the community and interfere with their
ability to protect victims and root out crime. While interior enforcement is a
critical element of our immigration system, deputizing local law enforcement is
the wrong way to go about it.
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